Error charts for the numerical barotropic forecasts prepared at the Joint Numerical Weather Prediction Unit since October 1957 have revealed retrogressive patterns of very long wavelength. These errors are shown to be due to changes in the large-scale components predicted by the numerical model. These components are actually quasistationary in the atmosphere. Forecasts prepared with an approximation to these components held unchanged show significantly increased accuracy. Finally, some of the difficulties in developing a more acceptable physical approach to this problem are outlined.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning in October 1957 500-mb. barotropic forecasts by the Joint Numerical Weather Prediction Unit were prepared on a hemispheric basis with boundaries in the Tropics. The smaller area of previous forecasts had boundaries in meteorologically active locations, and it was widely anticipated that this expansion would be accompanied by a large reduction in gross error. Instead, the new error patterns were of very long wavelength and showed westward motion during the forecast. Figure 1 is a 48-hour error chart in which the type of error treated here is prominent. The scale of the pattern is much greater than that of the corresponding 48-hour observed height changes. The largest scale error is positive over the central Pacific Ocean and negative over the eastern Atlantic and western Europe. The persistence in location of these errors from day to day has been so high that the variations in shape and intensity due to other causes are not large enough to cause a reversal of sign in these areas. That is, while the magnitude ams ofthe Navy Department. Author's present 8fRliation: Navy Numerical Weather 1"48-hour error in feet' JNWP Unit fore-of the error over the Pacific varies it always has a positive sign in the 48-hour forecasts. Similarly the sign of the error on the west coast of northern Europe has always been negative. Some other persistent errors of smaller scale and slightly less persistence should also be noted in figure 1. These patterns are continental in scale and have positive centers off the east coasts of North America and Asia and negative centers inland from the west coasts of North America and Europe.
The. possibility of mathematical systematic error was rejected after two numerical experiments. The data were reversed on the grid in the first experiment. This changes the direction of scan during forecast computation. In the other test the relaxation limit was lowered from to j4 foot. In neither experiment did the long-wave error change appreciably.
These observations led to the hypothesis that the errors were due to improper treatment in the prediction model of waves of very long wavelength and low wave number. To test this hypothesis a numerical method for computing the large-scale component was devised and applied to many 500-mb. initial charts and forecasts from the winter of 1957-58. This paper gives evidence in support of the following observations and conclusions derived from this investigation :
a. There is a large amount of energy present in low wave numbers in the atmosphere and these waves are quasi-stationary. b. In current numerical models these ultra-long waves are moved westward at very great speeds and altered in shape and intensity.
c. Numerical forecasts made with these components held stationary are consistently superior to those prepared without this modification.
METHOD OF COMPUTATION
The sinusoidal form has been frequently assumed for atmospheric wave disturbances and the Fourier representation was chosen in this investigation for ease in machine computation. The form used was Computations of A, and B, were made for wave numbere one t,hrough five for each initial chart and 48-hour forecast for January and February 1958. Due to an insuEcient number of grid points, the computations for wave numbers higher than one were terminated at latitude 70" N.
DESCRIPTION OF WAVE ONE IN THE ATMOSPHERE
Of the components computed, wave number one had the greatest intensity. For these 60 winter days there were two pairs of centers on each initial chart of wave number one. Since the Fourier computation enforces symmetry in each pair, it is sufficient to describe the negative center-the positive center completing the pair, being the mirror image of the negative one.
The lower latitude centers were fixed in phase with the negative center over the western Pacific Ocean. These centers varied in intensity from 300 to 850 ft.
There was another pair of centers in higher latitudes. These centers were almost randomly distributed in phase. They varied in intensity from 150 to 1,000 ft. Figure 2 shows wave one for 0000 GMT, January 6, 1958. This was the weakest wave number one pattern observed in the two-month period.
DISTORTION O F WAVE NUMBER ONE IN THE NUMERICAL FORECASTS
The basic equation of the forecast model requires the individual conservation of vorticity. From this same consideration Rossby [l] derived his famous equation governing the motion of long waves on a zonal current. The phase-speed is given by the relation:
where U is the mean zonal wind, / 3 is the variation of the Coriolis parameter with latitude, and L is the wavelength.
From this formula it is found that the maximum value of U observed in the atmosphere will give eastward displacement only for wave number five and higher. There- fore in this numerical model wave numbers one through waves] are associa,ted with little of the total energy." Figure 3 shows the initial and 48-hour forecast position of the southern negative center of wave number one for Januarv 1958. The initial positions are all clustered in the western Pacific, illustrating the almost stationary nature of these waves. The forecast centers have been moved southward slightly and westward at high speed, Table 1 summarizes the treatment of both centers in the 48-hour forecasts. Returning to January 6 data, figures 4 and 5 show the retrogression of wave number one at 24 hours and 48 hours in the forecast from this initial data. This January 6 initial chart is the weakest wave number one from the 60-day investigation. This false retrogression is easily seen to be a major contributor to the 48-hour error, owing to the almost exact reversal of phase.
WAVE NUMBERS 2, 3, 4, AND 5
Bristor [3] has recently developed a convenient form of machine computation of kiretic energy. This analysis was made for the individual wave components for January and February. A summary of the distribution of energy among wave numbers is shown in table 2. Table 2 shows a surprising amount of energy rather uniformly distributed in tbese low wave numbers. The familiar long waves (wave number circa, 5) have less important intensity.
The barotropic model occasionally held one or two of these waves stationary but spurious retrogression was the normal behavior. The slower westward motion in the forecast was somewhat balanced by the shorter wavelength so that reversal of phase was again possible in these wave numbers. Thompson [4] has shown that particular forms of zonal wind profiles are capable of holding waves of these lengths stationary. Figure 6 is the analysis of wave number two for January 6 initial data and figure 7 is wave number three for the same day. This wave number two is somewhat more intense than average while the wave number three is about average intensity.
COMPARATIVE VERIFICATION DATA
To correct the operational forecasts for these effects, wave numbers one, two, and three were computed and added to form an approximate stationary component. The mechanics of correcting the forecast consists of operating on the stream function periodically during the forecast with the following identity.
9,=9Y+~oo-sY
where is corrected stream #r is forecast stream at time y S, is initially computed stationary components Sy is stationary component at time y
This correction was applied to a series of forecasts and was incorporated in the operational computations on April 10, 1958. To avoid excessive stabilization of the flow pattern at the high latitudes, the stabilization of wave numbers 1, 2, and 3 was terminated at latitudes 75' N., 65' N., and 55' N., respehvely.
A series of forecasts was corrected for waves one, two and three. companied by some method of removing systematic profile errors.
IMPROVEMENT IN THE PHYSICAL MODEL
The empirical corrections now employed should obviously be replaced by terms in the equations which describe the mechanism by which energy is transferred to and from these waves and the fields which hold them stationary in the atmosphere. Figure 10 is the long-wave component plus the zonally averaged flow for Januarv 6, 1958. Both this quasistationary component and the error locations suggest that the physical mechanism by which the large-scale quasi-stationary components are maintained must in some way reflect differences in the surface characteristics of land and sea.
A test for any formulation of the physical mechanism is a numerical prediction model which will produce forecasts superior to those obtained by the present method. and also read the completed manuscript. R. E. Walker, AG2, USN, assisted in the many computations involved.
